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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Donated by Diane Lovich, the wife of Norman Kozberg’s nephew. Accessioned June 30, 2011.

Processing Notes

Separated Materials
None

Notes

RELATED MATERIALS

SUBJECTS
Kozberg, Norman, 1921-2008
United States. Army. Alaskan Dept.
Holy Ascension Orthodox Church (Unalaska, Alaska)
World War, 1939-1945—Campaigns--Alaska
Unalaska (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

[Leaf 1]
.1 – [View of harbor, taken from head of stream cutting through rocky canyon]
.2 – [View of mountain stream cutting through rocky canyon]
.3 – [Winter scene; vehicle tracks in foreground, mountain in distance]

[Leaf 2]
.4 – [Winter scene, frozen waterfall, military vehicle in foreground]
.5 – [Winter scene, harbor, mountains in distance]
.6 – [Snow covered mountain]

[Leaf 3]
.7 – [View of rushing stream]
.8 – [Winter scene, man digging grave in churchyard, Holy Ascension Orthodox Church]
.9 – [Large rock outcropping on beach]

[Leaf 4]
.10 – [Snow covered mountain]
.11 – [Norman Kozberg in Army uniform, military vehicles in background]
.12 – [Norman Kozberg in Army uniform, holding rifle, military vehicles in background]

[Leaf 5]
.13 – [View of mountain stream cutting through canyon]
.14 – [View down dirt road, tavern on left, snow covered mountains in distance. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.15 – [Norman Kozberg in Army uniform, military vehicles in background.]

[Leaf 6]
.16 – [View of harbor, snow covered mountain]
.17 – [Two men in Army uniforms in front of Holy Ascension Orthodox Church; man on right might be Norman Kozberg. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.18 – [Two men in Army uniforms in front of Holy Ascension Orthodox Church; man on right might be Norman Kozberg. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]

[Leaf 7]
.19 – [Winter scene, view of harbor and snow covered mountain]
.20 – [Two men in Army uniforms standing in front of trees. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.21 – [Norman Kozberg in Army uniform, standing in front of trees, insignia of Alaskan Defense Command visible on uniform sleeve. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]

[Leaf 8]
.22 – [View of waves on rocky coast, mountain in distance]
.23 – [Two men in Army uniforms standing in front of trees; man on right might be Norman Kozberg. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]

[Leaf 9]
.24 – [Winter scene, view of harbor]
.25 – [Norman Kozberg in Army uniform, harbor and snow covered mountains in background]
.26 – [Two men in Army uniform]

[Leaf 10]
.27 – [Six men in military uniform having a meal in a Quonset hut, man standing is wearing a chef’s hat]
.28 – [Six men in military uniform having a meal in a Quonset hut]
.29 – [Four men in military uniform having a meal in a Quonset hut]
.30 – [Four men in military uniform having a meal in a Quonset hut, man on right wearing chef’s hat; man second from right might be Norman Kozberg]

[Leaf 11]
.31 – [Four men in military uniform standing with linked arms in Quonset hut]
.32 – [Men playing pool; man taking shot might be Norman Kozberg]
.33 – [Three men in uniform standing in front of multi-story wooden building; man in middle might be Norman Kozberg]
.34 – [Men playing pool, man taking shot in uniform of Alaska Defense Command]

[Leaf 12]
.35 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform standing in front of a cartoon wall map of Alaska]
.36 – [Norman Kozberg in parka standing in front of a cartoon wall map of Alaska]
.37 – [Close-up of cartoon wall map of Alaska]
.38 – [Norman Kozberg in parka standing in front of a cartoon wall map of Alaska, pointing to Mount McKinley]

[Leaf 13]
.39 – [View of water and rocky coast]
.40 – [Light snow on grass and rocky outcropping]
.41 – [View of water and coastline]
.42 – [Winter scene, river valley, mountains in distance. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]

[Leaf 14]
.43 – [View of dirt road, buildings on right side include church and tavern, trees. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.44 – [View of small waterfall, snow on rocky ground. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.45 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, posed on one knee above a river valley, snow on ground]
.46 – Russian church in the village over 100 years old [Holy Ascension Orthodox Church]

[Leaf 15]
.47 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, laying on folding steel bunkbed]
.48 – [Two men in uniform, Irving Hodges on left, Norman Kozberg on right, pin-up poster on wall, mounted film enlarger]
.49 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, posed with head laying on desk]
.50 – [Winter scene, trees in foreground, volcano emitting steam in distance]

[Leaf 16]
.51 – [Holy Ascension Orthodox Church]
.52 – [View of gravel road, scattered buildings, short trestle bridge, hills in distance]
.53 – [Two men in uniform posing with automobile, multi-story wooden building in background; Irving Hodges on right, Norman Kozberg on left. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.54 – [Three kittens on wooden table atop boardwalk]
.55 – Left to right: Charles Coll, Harold “Dick” Baker, and Harry Vergus [three men in uniform, harbor in background]
.56 – [View of dirt road, buildings, telegraph poles, tavern on left. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]

[Leaf 17]
.57 – [View of sunset over water, mountains in distance]
.58 – [Post Exchange, man in uniform standing behind counter, store shelves behind him holding tobacco, candy]
.59 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, standing next to fence around Orthodox Church cemetery. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.60 – [Post Exchange, man in uniform standing behind counter, magazine rack behind him]
.61 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, standing in front of wooden building with signs for Anchor Inn and Bus Stop. Stamp on back: Passed by Army Examiner 15820]
.62 – Oct. 6, 1944 [Four men in rain gear, mountains in distance; man second from left might be Norman Kozberg]

[Leaf 18]
.63 – [Norman Kozberg posed with film enlarger, developing equipment]
.64 – [View of Unalaska, with Holy Ascension Orthodox Church in center, mountain in distance, low wooden bridge in middle ground]
.65 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, standing in grassy area, mountains in background]
.66 – [View of water, snow covered volcano]
.67 – [Norman Kozberg in uniform, standing in valley, mountains in background]
.68 – [Winter scene, snow covered mountain]